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AB STRACT

Shear stress measurement at the wall in a boundary 
,,, i

layer and in a diffuser flow with a hot wire anemometer is

described. The effect of the proximity of the wall on hot

wire measurements is discussed and a simple and quite satis- 
;::,,.,:,

factory method of correction of walI proximity effect is ' ':
suggested. The correction was originally developed in boundary 

i,¡.,,..,¡,
l. ,':.r

ìayer flow (developed on the walls of a pipe) and compared with

pubìished data from similar flows. It was found satisfactory
t,

and in turn was extended to diffuser flow. 
i
i

The Preston tube v'ras used to measure shear stress at the I

wall in a diffuser flow using Patel's calÍbration. Further-

more, these measurements were corrected by using Frei & 
l

Thomann'scorrectionwhichwaSdevelopedbyusingasealed

floating element technique in an adverse pressure gradient.

These results agree very lvell with the measurements made with i,,,,,,

a hot wi re anemometer. ,'':,,,

.'ll:i".."
Some quanti ti es, I i ke boundary I ayer parameters ,

turbulence intensity, and skewness and flatness of u and

ðu/ðt, were measured to specify the flow in which the effect

of the wall proximity on hot wire readings was studied and 1....:,..

corrected. The rel ati onshi p between skewness and fl atness of

àu/ât established by Van Atta & Antonia is also valid
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in the flows investigated here.

The sub-l ayer next to the wal I exi sts i n al I fl ows

(i.e., with different types of pressure gradients) and the

velocity in this region is linear. This layer extends to a

I
value o,f Y' approximately equal to 5. Even in turbulent

flow, rw = | ¡ aÚ/3v lw is valÍd. Now the characteristics of

the sub-l ayer are r

(a) Intensity of turbulence is maximum at the edge of the

sub-layer (i.e., at Y+ = 5).

(b) The skewness of au/ât decreases i n the sub-l ayer towards

the wal l.
(c) The flatness of âu/ðt goes very high towards the wall.

t.'1..':r;.i:

l:.,',,',¡'
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.l.O 
INTRODUCTION

In an adverse pressure gradient, Io conclusive method

has yet been outlined to measure the shear stress at the wall.

0neexampleofanadversepressuregradientisdiffuserflow
For presenting results of turbulent flow close to the wal I

in a diffuser, the wall velocity scale (i.e., friction velocity),

is required. The friction velocity, U*, can be obtained from i,, ,,,,,

the shear stress at the wal l. By def inition, 
;:;:;';';';;'

it...tt,";'

.w = ulâü/avl"

since u = pv

'r*/e = v laú/av l"

*
now rr/o = (U l',

therefore *
(U )'= vlâú/aYlw

The shear stress at the wall is proportional to the velocity

gradient at the wall. The velocity gradient at the wall ìs
obtained by measuring the mean velocity at several positions

close to the wall. The mean velocity can, of course' be

measured with a Pitot tube but the sub-layer adiacent to the

wall is so thin as compared to the dimensions of the Pitot

tube that it is impossible to measure mean velocity with a

Pitot tube at several positions within the sub-layer. Another

difficulty in measuring mean velocity with a Pitot tube is the

l: -::,.:: .::

._1 r:t:Pr::it+l
l--i;tii;1äi^;.:;ri

;.:::r::''::::::'



very smal I magni tude of dynamic pressure i n the sub-l ayer

which is hard to measure even with a precise micro-manometer.

The aerodynamic effect is also a drawback. Therefore a hot ,,.i,,.

wire anemometer was to be used to measure mean velocity close

to the wall in the dÍffuser flow. The boundary layer type of

hot wire probe can get very close to the walì. hlhen the tips 
;r;:,:

of the prongs of this probe are just at the wall (but not ,¡:',,,,,.

'touching it), the distance of the hot wire from the walI is ,,,,
,-..:.-.:.. -1

0.06 mm (approximately). Therefore the mean velocity can be

measured with the hot wire anemometer at several positions in

the sub-layer.

Hot wire readings obtained very close to the wall must i

:

be corrected because the proximity of a solid boundary, havinn 
i

much higher thermal conductivity than the fluid, affects the 
f

heat 1 oss from the hot wi re. The boundary i s effecti vely at i

ambient air temperature so addi tionaì heat is extracted from
l

the fluid that is heated by the wire. Therefore, a higher 
i.'.',.,,,.,
t..) .

than actual velocity is indicated by the anemometer. The 
;,,,,,;'1,'¡

effect increases rapidly as the wire approaches the wall. :ì:r.:r::::'"

This effect is typically limited to within 0.5 mm from the

wall. The walI conduction effect has been observed by many 
i,.,,,.,,,

workers and some have attempted to correct hot wire readings [.,.,,,¡¡,

in the proximity of the wall.

In 1924, Van Der Hegge Zijnen obtained a correction by 
l

measuring the total heat loss from the wire at a large

i',,¡::l¡i;-

ij



distance from the wal l, a.nd at various closer dÍstances from

the wall, all the measurements being taken in still air. The

extra heat loss so obtained was then used to correct

experimental velocity meaSurements. The same method was used

by Dryden (1936) and tleissberg (1956). Reighardt (1940)

calibrated hot wires close to the wall in a laminar flow

channel and used this cal ibration in a channel with a

turbulent flow having the same value of wall shear stress.

l'litls (t962) and Ueda & Hinze (1975) used the same method.

This method is I imited to the measurement of turbulent flows

whose fri cti on vel oci ti es are wi thi n the range of the I ami nar

flow friction velocities used for cal ibration.

0ka and Kostic (1972) and Zemkaya et al. (1979) formulated

a method to find the friction velocity at the wall. This

method aSsumes the existence of the linear law of velocity,
I¿i.e., U+ = Y*. According to thi s method, an uncorrected U+

-r*vs. Y' graph i s pl otted usi ng U from some other approximate

method and the Y:-^ vaìue corresponding to the minimum- unc

position in this graph is noted. Then the uncorrected Ü vs.

Y graph is drawn and the Yun. value corresponding to the

minimum position in this graph is noted. Then U* is

calculated as fol lows:

v+ - 
Yuna'*

t unc t

or
v*

',* - 
t unc'U- -unc

;:.': :-i
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This method requires a fr.iction velocity from some other

method such as the Log. Law. But once the shear stress is
known and, since the velocity profile is linear and passes

through the origin (Ú = 0, Y = 0), it does not require any

other method to obtain the true mean velocity near the wall.

Chauve (1977) used two methods of correction of hot

wire measurements very close to the wall. The first method

was similar to that used by Van Der Hegge Zijnen (1924)

described earl ier. According to the second method, in the

absence of the flow, the resistance of the anemometer is

adjusted for each distance Y from the wall such that the

vo'ltage remai ns equal to that f ar away f rom the wal I . If
E(R, [i, Y) is the voltage E at resistance R, velocity [i at

distance Y then,

E(R, 0, -) = E(R', 0, Y)

In the presence of flow, the vo'ltage measured corresponding

to the adjusted resistance R'at a distance Y from the wall

is equal to the voltage measured corresponding to resistance

R for the same velocity at an infinite distance from the

wall. This voltage is converted into velocity using the

cal i brati on curve. Th i s method can i ntroduce cons i derabl e

errors i n measurements because a probe cal i brati on at al I

resi stance setti ngs i s requi red.

The present method of correction i s simi I ar to that

used by Van Der Hegge Ziinen (1924) except that the hot wire
1.,:.::

i't.-,



output is linearized. It consists of traversing a boundary

ìayer type of probe throunh the region of wall proxÍmity

effect (about I mm thick) with and without flow. The voltage

ateach1ocationfromthewallforeachconditionisnoted
The true veìocity is obtained by subtracting no flow voltage

from the flow voltage.

The correction should be developed in a flow in which the ,,,,:',,
"''.'''..
.'j .1 ,:j , I

friction velocity is already known so that the corrected 
j:.

friction velocity could be compared with it before applying i'-"''.t.''

the correctÍon to the diffuser flow. A boundary layer flow 
,

or a developing flow in a pipe (in which the wall region has

the characteristics of a boundary layer) can be used for 
i

this purpose because the Log. Law is applicable in this flow, i

and the cross-p'lot method can be applied to the Log. Law for 
f

I

getting the friction velocity. The corrected friction 
I

velocity measurements obtained by Ueda and Hinze (1975) in

a boundary layer flow can also be used for comparison in
; ,. :'r '','.:, t,

the same vel oci ty ( f ree stream) range. i':''::::;;':,;:

Considering the available facilities, the correction '',lt:,,'

woul d be devel oped in a devel opi ng pi pe fl ow and after

comparing the results with the available data, it would be

applied to the diffuser flow. 
i:,.,ç..1,1

In a diffuser flow the shear stress at the wall can also

be measured with a Preston tube using Patel's calibration
(1965). Recently Frei and Thomann developed a method for



correcting Patel's calibr.ation in an

They used a sealed floating element

The fri cti on vel oci ty obtai ned from

measurements in a diffuser flow bJere

the corrected hot wire measurements

adverse pressure gradient.

technique for this PurPose.

corrected Preston tube

to be used for comParing

in the same flow.



2.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The central idea of the following discussion of

boundary layer structure has been taken from Levich (1962).

The steady advance of a fl ui d i n spearate I ayers i s

known as laminar flow. The unsteady chaotic motíon in which

the fìow velocity fluctuates about some average value is

known as turbulent flow. At a certain value of the Reynolds

number (Re..), steady laminar flow gives r^,ay to distinct'ly

unsteôdy, chaotic motion in which only on a time average is

there net flow in a particular direction. The gross over

all motion of a fluid is subject to infinÍtesimal disturbances.

At R.. R..r, disturbances that occur in the fluid are

rapidly damped. At Re > Re.r, disturbances are not damped,

but rather reinforce each other and result in a chaotic regime

having randsm eddies superposed on the basic motion. At

Re

superposed upon the motion of a fluid having a local mean

velocity, sâV, Ü. Turbulence eddies may be characterized by

their velocities and by the distances over which these

velocities change significantly. These distances are known

as the scale of motion. Let 
^ti 

be the change in the average

velocity over a distance equal to the scale of an eddy L.

Thus for the example of turbulent motion in a tube, the ìargest

scale L of turbulence eddies is equal to the diameter of the

tube and the eddy v.elocities vary within the range of average

r'\-: :.' .:
i.:.. :.1
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velocity over that distance; i.e., they are of the order of

the maximum value of the velocity at the centre of tube.

Such ìarge scale eddies contain the main part of the

kinetic energy of turbulent motion. Together with these

large scale eddies, turbulent flow also includes eddies of

smaller scales and lesser velocities. l,lith a large quantity

of smal I scale motion, there is a considerable dissipation

of energy, which is transformed to heat. Smal I scale motions

serve as a bridge by means of which the kinetic energy of

large motions may be converted into thermal energy. Although

turbulent motion occurs only at relatively high Reynolds

numbers, it is accompanied by considerable dissipation of

energy. From this standpoint it is possibte to define a

certain effective eddy vÍscosity, utur, appropriate to

turbulent flow. This eddy viscosity expresses energy losses

occurring in the flow per unit time per unit volume by the

equati on

e = utur (¡ú/L)'z (r)

e is not a function of the scale of the motion but is a

characteristic constant for a given flow. In particular,

for the I argest scal e moti ons, i t equal s the energy

dissipated in the process of creating smal ler scale motions.

This process occurs at high Reynolds numbers and cannot be

a function of the molecular viscosity u of the fluid.



Therefore e must

characteristic of

the vel oci ty AÚ,

be determined from the quantities

large scale turbulent motion. These include

the scale of motion L and density of the

quanti ti es can be combi ned i nto a s i ngl e

same dimensions as Ê .

e!rlélI (2)

fluid p

quanti ty

These

th theWI

Fol lowing the analogy between turbulent motion and random

motion of gas molecules, the scale of motion L may be

considered as the analog of the length of the mean free path,

and the eddy velocity as the analog of the average veìocity

of the gas molecules. Therefore the approximation for the

eddy viscosity can be written as AÜ : L(ðÜ/ðL). llJith the

aid of utu., the shear stress can be defined,

There from (l) and (2)

Utu" = p 
^UL

wheresisaconstant.
Now consi der turbulent fl ow past

extent downstream in the plane Y = Q.

a flat plate

Let the mean

(3)

(4)

of i nf i ni te

fl ow be

r ! iltur (ði¡/aL) 3 pL' (3ú/ðL)' = cpL2 (Ðú/âL),

i ':,1
rl
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in the x-direction and the time average velocity be Ü. The

average velocity is, in general, a function of the distance

of the fluid layer from the surface of the solid body, and

thus Û = Ü(Y). The function Ü(Y) can be obtained by re-

wri ti ng equati on ( 4 ) i n the form

âü/âL = (r/pa)'4 (l/L) (5)

In order to integrate the above equation it is necessary to

determine the scale of the motÍon as a function of the

distance Y separating the fluid layer from the solid surface.

The condi ti ons determi ni ng the fl ow fi el d over a fl at pl ate

of infinite extent do not include the dimensions of the

body which could be used to describe a characteristic scale

of large turbulence eddies L. It is logical, therefore, to

assume that

L=Y

Now equation (5) can be written as

(6)

aú/ðY = t/(o)'" 1r/o)% (t/Y)

Let (r/p)b = u*, the friction velocity, and introduce the 
i.i'.

dimensionless velocity U+ = Û/U* and dimensionless distance
l*Y' = (YtJ /v) so that

illr'

Ì ì :.:
:.1 r..



lt

.L '.L l- L
dU,/dy, = 1/(a'y.)

Integrating the above equation gives

u+ = [nY+¡o'"

The values of the constants

experimental ly. Equation (7) i s

(7)

must be determined

wri tten as

+C

crandC

usual ly

J-l

U' = ff [nY' + B

Various experimental measurements of velocity distribution

show that the logarithmic relationship is valid only for
¿+Y' > 30. The upper Iimit of Y' depends on the Reynolds

n umber.

The reduction in the scale of turbulence eddies as the

wall is approached is matched by a corresponding reduction

in the Reynolds number,

Re = (U*L/v)

The friction velocity U* is the velocity of turbulence

eddies that are characteristic of the flow. At a certain

| = ôo, Re is approximately equal to unity. In the region

Y < ôo, known as the viscous sub-layer, the effects of

viscosity are such as to give Newtonian flow. The thick-

ness of the viscous sublayer is given by the condition

liìrli:::Í:;ì
iLi:'1t!:i'r.i
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{U*Oo/u¡ - l. Two hypotheses regarding the velocity

distribution in the viscous sub-layer have been suggested:

I ) The Prandtl ( I 952 ) hypothesi s, which has been accepted

widely, states that in the region Y < ôo, the f'luid

moti on i s enti rely I ami nar. Prandtl named thi s regi on

the laminar sub-layer. The shear stress'r in the

laminar sub-layer evidently may be expressed by the

equati on

r = pv(dú/dY) (8)

The velocity distribution can' thereforen be expressed

by the linear equation

ü = (t/pv)Y + C

The integration constant must be equal to zero, since

the velocity of the fluid at the solid surface is

zero. Therefore, for Y < 6o '

ú = (t/pv)Y

ü_____-
('c I p)'

U+

Therefore, for the

pl ane, the f l.ow can

G/p)h (Y/v)

Y+

case of turbulent flow

be divided into three

(e)

past a solid

reg i ons :

i- : ,r:

fi:.'::i .::.'l

ai:¡iiai

ì':-
I
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(a) a region of turbulent flow, (b) a buffer layer,

and (c) a laminar sub-1ayer.

2) The other hypothesis presented by Landau and Levich

( t959) states that the turbulent motion in the viscous

sub-l ayer does not suddenly di sappear but i s gradual ly

damped as it approaches the wall. The dependence of L

on Y can no longer be applied on the basis of dimensional

consideration, ôs is the case for the region of

devel oped turbul ence. At I quanti ti es i n the vi scous

sub-layer may be functions of viscosity, and the distance 1

from the wall is no longer the sole quantity with a

1 i nea r di mens i on. The di s tri buti on of the average

velocity in this layer has the same form as in laminar

flow, i.e.,

u*- Y

where U" is the x-component of fluid velocity U.

Although turbulence eddies do not originate in the

viscous sub-layer, they enter it from the side Y > 6o.

The eddy velocíties have the same magnitude as the

average vel oci ties i n the sub-l ayer. Therefore,

u-Y

In view of the continuity equation

i::::.:



#-#=o
The normal component of eddy velocity is

The proportionality coefficient in the expression for

v can be evaluated using the condition that, ôt

Y ", ô^, the eddy velocity v at the boundary of theo'
viscous sub-layer is of the same order of magnitude

as the characteristic velocity of the turbulent flow
*U Therefore,

-*v = (u^ y"/6or)

Thus, in a viscous sub-1ayer the tangential and normal

components of the average velocity and of the eddy

velocities vary as a function of distance in the same

way as the di stri buti on of vel oci ti es i n a I ami nar

boundary layer. This, in essence' is the extent of

the resemblance between a viscous sub-ìayer and a

laminar boundary layer.

0n the basis of the above discussion and experimental

measurements, the turbulent boundary layer can be divided

into three regions. In Y*.5, region, the dimensionless
Á

velocity (u*) is equal to the dimensionless distance (Y*).

14

v= I #ot -Yz
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This region is cal led the viscous sub-layer. This layer is
very thin and exists adjacent to the wall. In this region

the shear stress contribution from turbulent frÍctÍon may be

negìected compared with molecular friction. The velocity
gradient is steepest and constant in this layer. In the

+region 5 < Y'< 30 the molecular and turbulent friction are

of the same order of magnitude. This region is called the

mixing or buffer layer. In the Y+ t 30 region the molecular

contri buti on i s negl i gi bl e compared wi th the turbul ent fri cti on.

This region is called the turbulent core. A logarithmic curve

[Equation (7)] fits the data well in this region. The

complete universal profile is given by:

t
Y' < 5

J-

5 < Y' < 30

+Y' > 30

IIU' = Y'

Mixing
II

U' = A.l, Y' + B
n

of scatter in the values of the

Law. Some experimental i sts

values of the constants A and

Investi gator
Clauser (1956)

Townsend ( I 956)

Coles (t955)

Comte-Bellot (.l965)

Ii_:,.1:
liir:i:
lì::: r.

There is a

constants A and

have suggested

B:

A

2.44

2.44

2.5

2.7

smal I amount

B in the Log.

the fol I owi ng

B

4.9

5. 85

5.1

4.5-6.0

l::r¡

t.,:i



The suggestion of a possible s'l ight dependence of A & B on

Reynol ds number has been made IHi nze (1962) , Comte-Bel I ot

(1965)l but it is not confirmed yet.

Cross-Pï ot Method:

ì6

This method can be used to calcu'late the friction
*velocity, U , from the Log. Law, and the measured velocity

profile in the turbulent core region of the boundary layer.

According to this method, a value of Y+ is assumed in

the range where the Log. Law is applicable, SâV, 30 < Y+ . 100.

By putting this value of Y+ in the Log. Law we can calculate

the corresponding value of U+. Then the product of U+ and

Y+ i s cal cul ated.

_*u*Y*=þ'+ = +

5o !I = u numerical value. Now from the above equation
v

[i is plotted against Y on a ]inear graph. 0n the same graph

the measured velocity profile is plotted and the value of Ü

at the inter-section of the two curves is noted. This value

of Ú ts divided by the value of U+ obtained in the first step.

The resulting value is the friction velocity U*. Several

values of Y+ in the appticable range of the Log. Law are

selected and U* is calculated in the manner describe above.

These values shoutd be very close if the velocity profile

measurements are correct and Y+ I i es i n the appl i cabl e range.

i1,:t:.:

f:::;::'.';'r
ì-,:l-.: i
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APPENDIX:

The

mome n tum

have been

boundary

thickness

defi ned

i spl acement

and fl atnes

thickness

s factor
layer thickness, d

, skewness factor

i n the appendi x.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The experimental facility and the equipment used in

the research are descri bed i n th i s secti on.

3. I BOUNDARY LAYER FACILITIES

The boundary layer developed on the wall of a pípe u,as

studied in an open-return type low speed wind tunnel. This

wind tunnel has been described by Trupp (1973). It is an

excellent facility for studying boundary layer flow. A

gunmetal pipe of very smooth inner surface and of 27.0 cm

inner diameter and 2.65 meter length was attached to the

circular contraction cone of area ratio 16:.l. Tripping paper

number l6 was pasted to the first 27 cm length of the pipe

for thickening the boundary layer. This type of tripping
u,as first stud'ied by Klebanoff & Diehl (1952). The measuring

stati on v',as sel ected at 2.22 meter f rom the tri ppi ng. I t
was wetl inside the pipe (15 cm from the exit) to be free

from end effects. It was confirmed by observing no change

in the free stream velocity 3 cm downstream from the measuring

stati on.

The surface of the boundary layer fluctuates outward

upto 1 .2 times the boundary I ayer thi ckness, ô. The

potentiaì flow region was almost three times of 1.2 ô so there

was no chance of any boundary layer interaction from the

opposite sides. But no consideration was given to the

! .: . r.r. -
; .'.1
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conditíon that ô should be small as compared to the pipe

radius for a pipe boundary layer to be classed as a plane

boundary layer. This tunnel can generate free stream 
,,,,,,,,.,,,,

velocities from 2 ms-l to I3 *,-l on the centreline at the :::

measuri ng stati on. Requi red f ree stream vel oci ties v,'lere

obtained by adjusting the fan power and measuring tht 
,,.::.,,:,r:...:-,;pressure drop across the contraction cone which was calibrated i.,.r',',ìi'.,:t,,'

with a Pitot tube in terms of free stream velocity on the

centrel i ne at the measuri ng stati on. The pressure across the

contraction cone was measured with a 0 - 0.5 inch water gauge

i nc I i ned manometer ( Ai rfì ow Devel opments ) .

The probe traversing mechanism for this tunnel consisted

of a co-ordinate table, (Model FBl02, M.S. Tool Supplies )

having longitudinal feed of 37 cm and cross-feed of l5 crTì,

and a micro-stage which could slide on the co-ordinate table.

A digit micrometer head (dual directional counter type,

Mitutoyo Mfg.) having 0.01 mm graduation and 0 - 25 mm range

b,as used to slide the micro-stage on the table along the

horizontal diameter of the pipe. A vertical slide attached

to the nricro-stage was used to hold the tube for supporting

the probe. Bac kl ash i n the mi crometer was measured and

care was taken to eliminateitfrorn distance measurements. The

co-ordi nate tabl e was kept i n a hori zontal posi ti on by usi ng

balancing weights and a spirit level.

rrj.i_ :t.: :'ì: L

ii::,.r:,::¡":ii"¿¡
i:.iìtì,,,,:,,'':..rtì ;r| :'
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3.2 DIFFUSER FACILITIES

The wind tunneì for studying the diffuser flow has been

described by Azad & Hummel (.l971) and 0kwuobi & Azad (tSZS¡.

A seventy-three diameters long steel pipe of inside diameter

10.t6 cm was used to feed fulìy developed flow into the

diffuser. The settling chamber, 92 cm in diameter and 3.66 m

long was provided with two sets of fine mesh screens. The

circular contraction cone with an area ratio of B9:t uJas
I,.t.t,',',,t:.,

fabricated from plywood. The diffuser was machined from cast ';::::.:'':'

aluminum (see Figure t for geometry). Static pressure holes ,

of 0.6 mm diameter and spaced 90o apart were drilled at

i nterval s of 6 cm al ong the wal I of the di ffuser. The

reference station for the tunnel caI ibration was selected at 
l

77 cm upstream from the exit of the diffuser (5 cm inside the i

pipe) and at a quarter radius from the wall of the pipe

because the mean bulk velocity is obtained at this position

in fully developed pipe flow. The pressure across the

contraction cone was measured with a 0 - 8.0 inch, 0.827

specific gravity fluid Inclined Manometer (Trimount Instruments). ."i.',

The traversi ng mechanism for this wind tunnel consisted

of a co-ordinate table (same as described earlier) attached

to a circular milling table (for angle setting) and a micro-

stage which coutd slide on the co-ordinate tabte. The digit
mi crometer, verti cal s I i de and bal ance wei ghts bJere the same

as described earlier for the boundary layer tunnel. The
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circular milling table enabled the probe to be moved at any

angle to the wall or axis of the diffuser.

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

E I ectroni c and mechani cal i nstruments were used for thi s

research.

Themeanstaticpressurea]ongthediffuserwa1lwas
measured with a static pressure tube of 1.2 mm outer diameter

(Unite¿ Sensor, U.S.A., USC-E-120-04) and found to be the

same as measured with wall static pressure taps. velocity
measurements f or the hot wi re probe cal i brati on uJere obtai ned l

with a static pressure tube (as described above) and a pitot
tube of 1.2 mm outer diameter with a flattened tip (united

Sensor, U.S.A., USC-E-120-03). A locally made Preston tube

of 1.0 mm outer diameter and 0.6 mm inner diameter was used

for shear stress measurements at the wal I in the di ffuser.
A Betz projection manometer of 0.t mm of water graduation

was used for stati c and Pi tot pressure measurements. As

suggested by Kovasznay (t966) a Pitot tube made from stain-
less steel tube of I mm outer diameter and 0.6 mm inner

diameter, along with a Combíst micro-manometer (0.0.l mm of

water graduation) was used to measure the velocity profile
in the sub-layer for a free stream velocity of 4.0 rr-1.
The closest point to the wall at which the velocity could be

measured with this tube was 0.15 mm.

ù

-,..t..:
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Hot wire measurements were made with a standard DISA

boundary ìayer probe 55P05 (1.25 mm wire length,5 um wire

diameter). The electronic equipment included a Constant

Temperature Anemometer, DISA 551¡ll0¡ a Lineari zer, DISA 55M25;

an R.M.S. Meter, DISA 55035; a Digital Voltmeter, DISA 55D31;

a Turbulence Processor, DISA 52825; a Dual Beam Storage

Scope, Tektronix DM43; and a True Integrator, DISA 52830.

A local ly made differentiator, TM-TD-l (Trimet Instruments)

was al so used. An 0HM-meter !'las used to i ndi cate contact

when the probe touched the wall.

ii:!
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4.0 RESULTS ANp DISCUSSIpN

The basic purpose of this research was to measure the

shear stress at the wall in a diffuser with a hote wire

probe. Hot wire measurements close to the wal I are affected

by the heat transfer to the wall, therefore these readings

require a correction. The method for correction was developed

in a boundary layer flow on the wall of a pipe. This flow

was studied for its general characteristics and the data was

compared with other peoples' results in boundary layer flow

(over a flat plate and on the wall of a pipe) before applying

the correction. In the following paragraphs the general

characteri sti cs of the boundary 1 ayer fl ow wi I 1 be di scussed.

The correction procedure developed in this flow will be

described and finally the diffuser flow results will be

discussed.

4.1 BOUNDLRY LAYER FLOI^l

The data being produced here were obtained at three free

stream velocities of 4.0, 7.5 and 12.0 tr-1. The boundary

I ayer parameters correspondi ng to these vel oci ti es are gi ven

in Table I.
Mean vetocity and turbulence data show that these flows

are representative of a boundary layer as developed on a

flat plate

Fi gure 2 shows boundary I ayer mean vel oci ty di stri buti ons

obtained with a hot wire. (ffre velocities close to the wall

i :'i:il::
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have been corrected as described later) . The velocity
dístributions in the wal'l layer and core region intersect
around Y+ = 15, which índicates the point of maximum

turbul ence producti on ( see Fi gure 4) . The three ve'l oci ty
distributions coincide in the turbulent core region. A

similar graph has been presented by Repik and Sosedko (ì976).

Mean velocity measurements in the boundary layers,

obtained with a Pitot tube, are shown in Figure 3, which is
+a plot of U'vs. Y+. The U* values used for plotting this

graph were obtai ned from the cross-pl of method appl i ed to

the Log. Law in the form U'+ = 5.6 Logl0 Y+ + 5.0. The figure

shows a region of good agreement of the Log, Law in the

boundary layer for these velocities.
The R.M.S. value of the longitudinal fluctuating

velocity component divided by friction velocity has been

plotted in Figure 4. This graph peaks around Y+ = l5 which

indicates maximum turbulence production at this point. The

present data has been compared with Ueda and Hinze (.l975)

and Morrison and Kronauer (t969) and it agrees with their
results.

Turbulence intensity and local mean velocity divided

by free stream velocity have been ptotted against I inear

distance from the walì in Figure 5. Turbulence'intensity

peaks around Y+ = $ which is the edge of the sub-ìayer (tnis

is one of the characteristics of the sub-layer). The mean
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velocity profile similar.to the one shown in Figure 2 has

an intersection point of tangents drawn to the wall layer

and turbulent core region at Y+ = 17 which is close to the

poi nt of maximum turbul ence producti on.

The flatness factor of ðu/ðt has been plotted against
+Y' in Figure 6 for the boundary layer fìow in a pipe and

fully deveìoped pipe flow. F(au/ðt) has very high va'lues

in the sub-layer and in the intermittent region of the

boundary layer. Frankiel and Klebanoff (.l975) and Sabot and

Comte-Bellot (1976) have shown that the intermittency of

the outer region in the boundary layer begins around Y/ô =

0.4. In the present experiment values of Y+ of 'l96, 284 and

500 correspond to Y/ô = 0.4 for free stream velocities of

4.0, 7.5 and 12.0 tr-l respectively. Figure 6 shows that

F(âu /ðt) is very high in the sub-layer and decreases av',ay

from the wal l. It becomes constant (approximately 6) for al I

the velocities at Y+ = 125 and then increases again at

Y+ = lB0 for 4.0 ms
-t at Y+ = 260 for 7.5 tr-l and at

(in the boundary layer in a pipe) butY+ = 450 for 12.0 ms

remaÍns constant (approximately 6) in ful ly developed pipe

fì ow. These val ues of Y+ are cl ose to the cal cul ated val ues
+of Y- corresponding to Y/ô = 0.4. Therefore it can be

concluded that the boundary layer and fully devòloped pipe

flows are simi lar in the region where Y/ô < 0.4.

Figure 7 shows comparison of skewness of âu/ôt measure-

t

-l

liri
t,ì

:
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ments with Ueda and Hinze (1975) and Elena (1977). Skewness

factor is an indication ot usymmetry of the probability

density. It peaks between Y+ of l0 and l5 and decreases

towards the wall which is an indication of the presence of

the sub-l ayer adjacent to the wal I . There i s more scatter

in the wal I layer than in the core region most'ly due to errors

in fine distance measurements and probe positioning. The

present results agree quite well with those of Ueda and Hinze,

and E I ena.

4.2 THE CORRECTION PROCEDURE

The two methods of correcting hot wire measurements very

close to the wall were developed in a boundary 'layer flow in
a pipe.

The first method, formulated by 0ka and KostÍc (1972)

and Zemskaya et uI : ( I 979), i s based on the exi stence of

the ìinear velocity law in the sub-1ayer, U+ = Y*. Uncorrected

hot wire velocity measurements have been plotted in the form

of U+ vs. Y+ gr.aphs for six free stream velocities ranging

from 2.5 to 12.0 *r-l in Figure 8. This plot requires true

friction velocity values from some other method such as the i

Log. Law. Figure 9 was developed from Figure 8 by noting the

deviation of the measured velocity distribution from the line ii;-

U+ = Y*, ârìd plotting it against the corresponding Y+ on a

togloggraph.AccordingtoZemskayaetal.(1979)two

ll
l

,:

lr
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straight lines of gradients -t and -2 are obtained from

thi s graph. These I i nes have been shown i n Fi gure 9. The

+position of Y', where these two lines intersect, corresponds

to the mean minimum position of the uncorrected velocities

of Figure 8. (No minima are available for 10.0 and 12.0 ms-l).

Its value (designated by Vfn.) is noted for future use. This

position is the same for all the free stream velocities.

Then uncorrected measured vel oci ti es , Úun. ' are pl otted agaí nst

distance Y (Figure l0) and Yrn. corresponding to the minimum

position in these curves is noi.¿. There are minima for
-r -IU < 7.5 ms-' but not for t0 and 12 ms-' because the minimum

Ojrrrton gets closer to the wall as the free stream velocity

increases. In the present measurements no minima could be

obtained for l0 and 12,nr-1, therefore, the friction velocity

for these two vel oci ti es coul d not be cal cul ated. Now tTn.

and Yun. are known. Therefore U* can be calculated:

. Y xU*.rt - UnCtunc t

+Yrna x v
u=

'unc

The corrected U* values have been tisted ìn Tabte II. The ''
+

value of yJn. is not universal as has been claimed by

Zemskaya et al. (t979). In their case tln. is 2-06, 0ka

or
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Kostic (1972) get it as 1.9 and in the present case it is

3.

Thi s method was used to check the c'laim of Zemskaya

et al. about the universality of the minimum tin. position.

According to their opinion, tln. is the same for all free

stream velocities; then only uncorrected velocity measure-

ments are required for calculating the friction velocity,

28

&

I

i.e., if Y

*
the U can

unc is known for a particular free stream ve'l ocity
be obtai ned from

J-Y' v_ unc- lr*

+But Y' di d not turn out to be uni versal . Al so thi s methodunc

requi res measurements cl ose enough to the wal 1 so that the

mi nimum val ue of Úun. can be l ocated. Thi s wi t'l requi re a

hote wire probe of tips finer than the DISA 55P05 boundary

layer type of probe, a tocatly flat surface, and a very

accurate distance measurement (of the order of a micron).

The second method, which was later applied in the

diffuser flow measurements consisted of using a boundary

layer type of probe, adjusting the linearizer, and traversing

the probe in the wall region with and without flow. An

electric circuit was used to indicate when the probe was

i us t touch i ng the wa t I . The hot wi re vol tage at each

location from the wall for each condition was noted. The
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true velocity was obtained by subtracting the no flow voltage

from the flow vo'ltage. The results are presented dimensionally

in Figure ll using a linear scale. The velocity gradients

were measured from the corrected velocity profiles in Figure

t I for cal cul ati ng the fri ction vel oci ty for dí fferent free

stream velocities. The friction velocities thus obtained

were then used to plot the corrected velocity profiles non-

dimensionatly in the form U+ vs. y+ in Figure 12 using a log-

linear scale. It is interestÍng to note in Figure 1z that the

corrected points are following the U+ = Y* curve upto y+ = g

(approximately). This shows the validity of this correction.
The friction velocity vaìues obtained by this method have

been listed in Table II and compared with other peoples,

boundary layer results in the present experimental range of

free stream velocities (Figure 13).

Si nce Pi tot tube measurements do not requi re a correcti on

for walì heat loss, a flattened tip Pitot tube along with a

Combist Micro-manometer vuas used for measuring the velocity
profile in the sub-ìayer for a free stream velocity of 4.0

rr-1. The friction velocity so obtained has been listed in

Table II. The closest point to the wall at which the velocity
could be measured with this tube !{as 0. t5 mm. The approximate

sub-ìayer thicknesses (corresponding to Y+ = 5) for 4.0, 7.5

and 12.0 lnr-l are 0.45, 0.28 and 0. l6 mm respectively. The

sub-layer is quite thick for 4.0 rr-1. For 7.5 rr-l it is
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difficult to measure the

points between 0..l5 & 0.

errors i n measuri ng very

measuring the very small

micro-manometer, and the

vel oci ty sati sfactori 1y at several

28 mm due to such difficulties as

small distances, difficulty in

magnitude of pressure with the

aerodynamic effect.

4.3 DI FFUSER FL0lÁl

The pipe flow entering the diffuser was fully developed.

Nikuradse (1926) suggested a minÍmum length/diameter of 40

for pi pe f low to become f ul ly devel oped, for practi ca'l

purposes whereas Laufer (.l954) showed that a ratio of 50 is

better. In the present setup a ratio of 73 has been used.

The average velocity was measured at a quarter radius from

the pipe wall. By integrating the velocity profile, it r¡ras

confirmed that the bulk mean velocity is closely recorded at

the quarter radius position. The ratio of mean bulk velocity

to maximum velocity was found to be 0.84 at the reference

station at R.uu = I I 7,000. According to the power law,

{r= 
(å)n, the value of the index n equal to 1le fits the

experimental resu'lts well for R.uu, between about 100,000

and 400,000, and the correspondi ng Uuu/U. t i s equal to 0. 84

at quarter radi us (Schl i chti ng 1 968) . Thi s agrees wi th the

present resul ts.

Figure I shows the diffuser geometry. Sprenger (t959)

and Sovran, and Klomp (1967) found that this kind of diffuser
possesses optimum pressure recovery characteristic.
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The static pressure.distribution and static pressure

derivative along the length of the diffuser is shown in

Figure 14. The non-dimensional static pressure col ìapses

for the three R.uu va I ues of I I 7,000, 83 ,000 and 68,000

which shows that the flow is similar at these Reynolds numbers.

It may be expected since the flow entering the diffuser is
fully developed

An axisymmetric line was located in the diffuser flow

by 0kwuobi and Azad (1973) along which the turbulence intensity
is maximum and s(u) = Q. In the present experiment this tine
was established by marking the distance of the points from the

wall where S(u) was zero and u' reached its peak value at

several stations along the vral I of the diffuser. It has been

shown in Figure .l3. This line may be called th. Ep (Energy

Peak) line for distinction. Mean velocity measurements along

this line (Figure l5) show that the mean velocity remains

constant along this line.
Skewness and flatness of âu/ðt are plotted against Y+

in Figure l6 at 12 cm upstream from the exit of the diffuser.
The measurements brere made at 12 cm upstream from the exit
of the diffuser from the wall to the centreline. This is a

very interesting plot. It shows the presence of the sub-

layer in the di ffuser' flow because S( au/ât) increases from

the wall upto Y+ = l0 and then decreases as was observed in

the boundary layer flow. S( ðu/ât) final ly becomes constant

i ::1,
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(approximately 0.4) betwçen the energy peak I ine and the

centreline. This fact shows that the diffuser flow could be

considered local ly isotropic between the energy peak line
.: r" r -, ;.,- -',,and the centrel i ne. The present resul ts agree wi th Arora " .:ì': l

& Azad's results (.l980). sub-layer measurements were not

made by Arora & Azad. The flatness of ôu/ât has very high
l:rlir.':.':;.: ' '

val ues cl ose to the wal I and decreases away f rom the wal I . l,:,''i;i..i,;,' ', : .

I t becomes cons tan t between the energy pea k t i ne and the 
i:;,:;,,r::.:;i:

òentreline, which again proves that the diffuser flow is ''r:'::'::''l::::::'

local ly i sotropic in this region.

Figure 17 is a plot of negative skewness of ðu/ät vs. f

flatness of ðu/at at 12 cm upstream.from the exit of the l

ì

di ffuser at R.uu .= 1 1 7,000. The s tra i ght l i ne represent5

the equati on -s t#l = 0.23 [Ftffl l0' 362 obrai ned by Van Arra I

iand Antonia (1980) on the basis of data obtained by many 
i

eXperimentalists.Itisinterestingtonotethatthosei.
I

experiments were done in flows in the atmosphere, pipes, 
i,.,¡,,¡;,;,1.¡..

wakes, jets and two dimensional ducts. The present result i.lt"''',t,,,
,:.,,,,,;,,11,.:,,',r¡

is in diffuser flow. ,.::'::,::..:::;;:r'

Basical1ytwomethodswereusedformeasuringthe
shear stress at the wal I i n the di ffuser fl ow. The fi rst
method was to determine the slope, at the wal l, of the Li,:.,,i;,Ì.,,,j

i :..:r.j:rìti:l;ijrìi.:'.r-.'.,'i

velocity profile obtained from the direct hot wire measure-

ments wìth correction for wal I effect. The second'method

was through pressure measurements wi th a Preston tube usi ng ;

Patel's calibration which is appticable in adverse pressure ,.:..::.., ,,,.
i':i''':''i¡¡ j::trlì:'i
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gradient if (u*d)/v < 250..

The hot wire h,as used to measure the velocity gradient

at the wall at several stations along the length of the

diffuser. The second method of correcting the hot wire

measurements Ìr,as applied here. The corrected friction
velocity values have been plotted in Figure 18. Hot wire

measurements could not be done all along the length of the

diffuser due to difficulties in precisely positioning the

probe at the wall more than 35 cm ahead of the exit of the

diffuser.
A Preston tube was made froml.0mmouter diameter and

0.6 mm inner diameter stainless steel tube. The pressure

difference 
^P 

between the Preston tube and static hole was

measured while the Preston tube was lying at the wall at

several stations along the diffuser and pipe. The pressure

difference uras then used to calculate the friction velocity

from Patel's calibration (.l965). The friction velocity so

obtained was corrected by Frei and Thomann's method. They

developed this method by measuring skin friction in an

adverse pressure gradient usi ng a seal ed fl oati ng el ement

technique. This is a very accurate method because direct

measurement of the force on the floating element is done

with Piezo-electric transducers with high sensitivity. This

apparatus was mainly used to investigate the error of Preston

tubes i n adverse pressure gradients. The corrected fri cti on

;:ii..,r,-l
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velocity measurements show excellent agreement with the hot

wi re measurements.

j, i.: r:
: :1- : :
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5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In a turbulent boundary layer flow, very crose to the

wall, a linear velocity profile exists with the boundary

conditíon of zero velocity at the wall. In this flow the

criterion for judging the accuracy of the correction to hot

wi re measurements for waì I effects i s that the corrected
velocity profile should be ú = y x constant or u+ = y*. The

results obtained by applying van Der Hegge Zijnen's method of
wall correction to hot wire measurenìents in the bour¡dary

ìayer flow satisfy the above mentioned criterion very well
and the method is judged to be satisfactory.

The measurements of mean velocity, turbulence intensity,
skewness of âu/ât and flatness of ðu/ât in the boundary layer
in a pipe and comparison with the available data in the boundary

layer over flat plates and in pipes shows that the sub-layer
has the folìowing characteristics:

(a) A linear velocity profile exists with zero verocity at i::::::
i'. r,, r'

the wal l. ,...,

(b) The local turbulence intensity, u,/ü, reaches a '':,.::

maximum value at the outer edge of the sub-layer (Y+ = 5).
(c) Skewness of ðu/ât in this ìayer decreases towards the

wal l. i,,,li.:..- j

(d) Flatness of Ðu/ât increases towards the wal I

(e) The boundary layer flows are similar in the wall region

whether the boundary layer is developed over a flat plate
or in a pipe. 

ir:,,,;
' ii" i.:'
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The measurements i n . the di ffuser fl ow s how that a sub-

layer aìso exists in this flow. The friction ve'locity

measured with a hot wire and the Preston tube along the wall

of a pipe and the attached diffuser remains constant in the

ful ty developed pipe flow, decreases sharply in the first
half of the diffuser and then decreases linearly in the second

half of the diffuser. The mean velocity remains constant

al ong the energy pea k I i ne i n thi s fl ow.

The shear stress at the wall can be measured by three

methods, namely, cross-pìot method using the Log. Law, the

Preston tube using Patel's calibration, and the wall velocity

profi 1e obtained by the hot wire. There are certain

I imi tati ons to the use of these methods. The cross-pl ot method

can only be used if the Log. Law is applicable in the flow, the

Preston tube cannot be used if U*d/v > 250, and the hot wire

measurements require a correction in the proximity of the wall.

The first two methods are easier to handle; the hot wire needs

lot of care and precautÍons. In an adverse preSsure gradient

(diffuser flow), where the Log Law is not applicable (over a

range long enough to ensure the validity of cross-plot method) '
the Preston tube can be satisfactorily used for shear stress

measurements at the wall.
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APPENDI X

The boundary layer thickness, displacement thickness,

momentum thickness, skewness factor and flatness factor are .,.,.i

defi ned here.

Boundary Layer Thi ckness, ô:

In a flow over a flat plate the fluid velocity at the :,'.:;:,:

plate is zero and it increases assymptotically to the free ";.'''¡"':

il,r'. 'ii'.:,stream velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer. i::i.:r::::'

Because the outer edge is not distinct, it is convenient to
ldenotethethicknessoftheboundarylayerasthedistance

in which the fluid velocity is less than 0.99 U_. There is i

general'ly some ambiguity in speaking of the boundary layer
l

"thickness" if what is meant is the region in which th. ,,

velocity changes from u* to zero. It is found both convenient

and more useful to define some boundary layer thickness

parameters that are unambi guous . These are ca I I ed the di s-

pl acement thickness and the momentum thi ckness.

Di spl acement Thi ckness ôl t

The di spl acement thickness i s a measure of the di spl ace-

ment of the main stream resulting from the presence of slow

moving fluid in the boundary layer. It is the thickness of

a zero velocity layer that has the same mass flow deficit as

the actual boundary Iayer.

r++ltiiì:,+
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ons i derÍ ng

= A'U t
lco

Let ðl be the displAcement thickness

i ncompress i bl e axi symmetri c fl ow,

The loss of volume flow = f* (U- - ü) Zrrdl
R-ô

Therefore
.R

u lnR2 - n(R - ôr)21 = | (u- - ú) zrrdr. r. _ 
l*_u

zRôt - ôl = [* (r - ffl d (r,)
h-o ó

rR
Ler xd = f" ,'' - fl d(r') ,

R-ô

where Al = [nR2 - r(R - 6t)'].

Then

6i-2R6r+x¿-0,

ôl = ft - ,F\ , (negative root only).

For obtaining the dispìacement thickness, the velocity pro-

file measurements in the boundary layer were plotted in the

form (l - fl vs y', where r varied from R to (n - 6) and

the integral Xd was calculated by measuring the area, with

a planimeter, under the above-mentioned graph. The displace-

.:;Lri"



ment thickness measurements have been listed in Table I.

Momentum Thickness ô2,

42

The momentum thickness is a measure of the momentum

flux decrement caused by the presence of the boundary layer.

It is the thickness of a zero velocity layer that has the

same momentum flux deficit as the actual boundary layer.

Let ôe be the momentum thi ckness. Consi deri ng i ncom-

pressible axisymmetric flow,

rR
The loss of momentum flux = | pú(U- - U) 2rrdr

J
R-ô

= PAzlJz '

where AZ = [nR2 -

Therefore

n(R - ôZ)'z1

U2 fnR2
6

n(R or)'J = Ú(u_ - u) Zrrdr

d(r')

[*
)
R-6

2Rô2 f-
R-ô

*n-flr- 6'z2 =

i¡
U æ

Let X
m

=f*
R-ô

d(r')

ti 
-r 

i, i lÊ¡l

{reRnnrÉ9

(r -{l
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The n

6ä - 2Rô2 + X, = Q ,

ô2=ft

The integral X, was calculated by plottíng the velocity
profi'le measurements in the boundary layer in the form

fr ,t - ffl vs. ?2 , where 'r varies from R to (n - ô), and

measuring the area under the curve with a planimeter. The

momentum thi ckness measurements have been I i sted i n Tabl e I.

Skewness and Fl atness Factors:

Let ü(t) be the instantaneous fluctuating veìocity. It
is desired to find the relative amount of time that ü(t)
spends between two adjacent'levels. This can be obtained by

the use of a gating circuit, which turns on when the signal

Û(t) is between the two levels. The average output of the

gating circuit is proportional to the difference between the

two levels, Aü, so that it is convenient to define a quantÍty,

B(ü), bY

B(ü) ^ü=l-irl r(^r),
T+-

where At is the interval of time that ü(t) spend in 
^ü. 

The

function B(ü) is called the probability density; the

probability of finding ü(t) between ü and (ü + 
^u) 

is equal

ì.'ì:-':

-.'t'
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to the proportion of time spent there. The sum of the values

of B(ù) for al t ü must be equal to l:

The mean values of the various powers of ü are called
moments. The fi rst moment i s the fami I i ar mean val ue, whi ch

i s defi ned by

In experimental work, the mean val ue i s always subtracted
from the fluctuating function ü(t). The fluctuation is
denoted by u, so that u = U - Ú and ü = Q. Now B(ü) = B(ü

+ u), so that it is convenient to use a probability density
B(u)' which is obtained by shifting B(ü) over a distance ü

along the Ù axis. The moments formed with un and B(u) are

cal led central moments. The first central moment, of course,

is zero. The mean-square departure from the mean value ú

i s cal I ed the vari ance, or second moment

l@

tr2 = I u2 B(u)du
)

The square root of the variance i s cal led standard deviation
or R.M.S. amplitude

i":,':
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SO

The third moment is defined by,

(-
u3 = ) 

u3 B(u)du

It depends on the lack of symmetry in B(u). If B(u) is
symmetric about the origÍn, u3 = 0. It is customary to

non-dimensional ir. iã by (u') t or (r')'/', which gives a

dimensionless measure of the asymmetry. This is called

the skewness (S):

The fourth moment, non-dimensionalized by (u')o or

(u')'is called the flatness factor (f):

F(u) - F
(u')u

If information about the fine-scale structure is desired then

the longitudinal fluctuating velocity u is differentiated

with respect to time and skewness and flatness of the

di fferentiated signal ( au/at) i s measured:
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( au/at) 3

s(au/at) =

and

F(au/ðt) =

,
[(au /at¡2fst 2

(au/at)4

[ ( au / àtl'27

i::.ìì



Free Stream
Veloci ty,

Uæ ms

Boundary
Layer
Thi ckness,

-l

TABLE I

MEAN QUANTITIES OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

12.0

ô

Di sp'lacement
Thi ckness ,

mm

7.5

46.5

ôr

Momentum
Thi ckness

4.0

47.5

6.41

ôe

Shape
Factor,

mm

48.5

ô,H=J
oz

6.68

4.75

Uô
Re^ = -0v

6.70

4.8

I .35

1 .39

Rê^,l

4. 95

34,890

Uô,
_ ool-v

1 .36

22,270

Re"
oz

4,9'l0

Uô^æ//

12,130

3,130

3,562

cf=
f *1 2

'lttl

I ,680

2,250

e. 9+xl o-3

1,237

2. 78xl 0-3

3.2x1 0-3

.rrl ,

l,: ,' ::.

i .: ;::, :, .1:
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TABLE I I

FRIcTI0N vEL0cITY MEASUREMENTS IN B0UNDARy LAyER FL0t^t

Free Stream
Veì oci ty,

u- ms-l

Correcti on
Method I
(Zemskaya et al. )

12.0

7.5

-l

4.0

Correcti on
Method II

0.27

MS
-l

0. 15

0.42

Log. Law

0.27

0.47

Pi tot Tube

0.'14

0.30

0.17 0.16

è
æ
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